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This is the part of the journey that runs through 
the Marina Alta district, where we will cross the 
mountain range of Seldetes from Gata de Gorgos to 
later stroll along quiet paths of La Vall de Pop, which 
offer unique hidden areas.

In the Marina Alta in the shade of El Montgó, we 
will find the district of Gata de Gorgos, where we 
will establish the starting point of this stage,  in the 
Arraval Park.

From the Park we will cross the river to continue along 
a pleasant red dirt track up to Mas de les Mallaes, 
close to the Font de la Mata, which has served as a 
place for cattle to be watered and to rest since the 
Muslim period. Growing over the spring is the ‘shrub’ 
(“la mata”), an enormous mastic and which gives the 
name to this place.

We will continue towards Alto de Serrellars, above 
sea level, on a path with abundant vegetation that 
goes over the ravine of les Canyelles. The summit 

offers good views of the Bèrnia mountain range and 
of the rock of Ifach or El Montgó.  

From the vertex, the path goes down to La Vall de Pop, 
passing first through a few ancient terraces where we 
can appreciate the architecture of ‘la pedra en sec’, a 
construction technique consisting of building stone 
walls without using any mortar.

We will cross the district of Senija, entering the flat 
area of Llíber accompanied by thousands of vines 
until we reach Llíber.

After a visit to the small town we will go to Xaló, 
following the course of the river Xaló-Gorgos, declared 
a Site of Community Importance. After visiting Xaló 
we continue walking along the the river and cross it to 
reach Alcalalí, another pretty town that is worth a visit 
declared a Community Place of Interest. 

Finally, a beautiful walk that runs along rural roads 
between crops and ravines will complete the stage of 
the journey that will lead us to the district of Parcent.
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Towns known for their agriculture, particularly 
vines and almond trees. Stop and get to know their 
gastronomy, tradition and landscape among fields 
and mountains.

Moors and bandits form part of the history of 
Senija. At Xaló we can find Iberian, Roman and 
Arab settlements. Throughout the district we can 
find archaeological and historical remains of these 
civilizations. 

Llíber stands out due to its Arabic cultural heritage, 
particularly appreciating the land dedicated to the 
cultivation of the vines with its riu-rau houses. 

From the emblematic Torre de Alcalalí, declared a 
Site of Community Importance, we can see incredible 
panoramic views of the Vall  de Pop. 

One of the noteworthy elements of Parcent is that 
in the village one can still witness ball games in the 
street, which are played on the carrer de Dalt. Visiting 
the town will allow us to walk along its narrow, steep 
streets. 

ACTIVE TOURISM
Privileged area in which nature, mountains, history, 
sport and tradition come together.

Senija, Llíber, Xaló, 
Alcalalí and Parcent
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HIKING: Short walks and local paths will allow us to 
know the Bèrnia mountain range and La Vall de Pop.

The route ‘Paths of stone and water’ running next 
to the River Gorgos, declared a Site of Community 
Interest.

We recommend walking along the ravine of the Cau 
or taking the PR-CV 53 Castle of Aixa route and the  
PR-CV 158 Carrascal mountain range its great views 
of the Marina Alta and Marina Baja.

MOUNTAIN BIKING: There are numerous tours of 
different levels such as the route of Sant Joan de 
Mosquera, the route of the muscatel or the easy to 
access Los Campos de Murla; the ride to the Cavall 
Verd and the raisin track are quite difficult. If we’re 
seeking extreme routes, then the Bèrnia mountain 
range, the journey from Benissa to Parcent, the 
route of the Valley of Alcalá and the Pla of Petracos 
will put us to the test.

CLIMBING: 65 ways of climbing the various different 
levels located between the Peña Roja and the Fuente 
de Aixa. 




